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ABSTRACT
A light curve of the eclipsing binary CM Draconis has been analyzed for the presence of transits of
planets of size º2.5 Earth radii with periods of 60 days or less, and in coplanar orbits around the(RE),binary system. About 400 million model light curves, representing transits from planets with periods
ranging from 7 to 60 days, have been matched/correlated against these data. This process we call the
““ transit detection algorithm ÏÏ or TDA. The resulting ““ transit statistics ÏÏ for each planet candidate allow
the quantiÐcation of detection probabilities, and of false-alarm rates.
Our current light curve of CM Dra has a coverage of 1014 hr with 26,043 individual points, at a
photometric precision between 0.2% and 0.7%. Planets signiÐcantly larger than would constitute a3RE““ supranoise ÏÏ detection, and for periods of 60 days or less, they would have been detected with a prob-
ability greater than 90%. ““ Subnoise ÏÏ detections of smaller planets are more constrained. For example,
planets with 10 day periods or less would have been detected with an 80% probability. The neces-2.5REsity for predicted observations is illustrated with the nine top planet candidates that emerged from our
TDA analysis. They are the planet candidates with the highest transit statistics from the 1994È1998
observing seasons, and for them transits for the 1999 observing season were predicted. Of the seven can-
didates that were then observationally tested in 1999, all were ruled out except one, which needs further
observational conÐrmation. We conclude that the photometric transit method is a viable way to search
for relatively small, inner extrasolar planets with moderate-sized telescopes using CCD photometry with
a matching-Ðlter analysis.
Subject headings : binaries : eclipsing È methods : statistical È planetary systems È
stars : individual (CM Draconis) È techniques : photometric
1. INTRODUCTION
The idea that extrasolar planets may be detected by tran-
sits across the disk of stars goes back to a suggestion by
Struve (1951) with subsequent full development by
Rosenblatt (1971) and Borucki & Summers (1984) (see also
Hale & Doyle 1994 ; Deeg 1998). Schneider & Chevreton
(1990) Ðrst suggested that eclipsing binaries would be good
candidates for such a search, based on their orbital planes
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already being nearly edge-on. There are a number of advan-
tages to choosing small eclipsing binaries for such searches.
These include the obvious advantage that eclipsing binary
systems are already known to have their orbital planes very
nearly edge-on to the observerÏs line of sight, with sub-
sequent planet formation expected to take place near the
same plane. An additional damping of planetary orbits into
the binary plane due to precession could also add to their
coplanarity (Schneider 1994 ; Schneider & Doyle 1995).
For detection of terrestrial-sized planets, smaller stellar
systems are preferred, as they exhibit greater brightness
variations during the transit of a given sized planet. The
stellar components of the CM Dra binary (A and B) have a
total disk area of about 12% that of the solar disk, allowing
an order-of-magnitude improvement in detectability. The
luminosity of the two components is only 1.03% of the solar
luminosity ; they have a separation of 3.76 solar radii (about
14.9 times the radius of CM Dra A; Lacy 1977), and a
mutual orbital period of 1.268389861 days (Deeg et al.
1998). Consequently, the nearest stable third body would
have a period of somewhat less than 7 days (Holman &
Wiegert 1999 and references therein), with planets of
periods up to about 35 days receiving the same energy from
CM Dra A&B as the terrestrial planets receive from the
Sun.
As a photometric comparison, a Neptune-sized planet in
transit across one of the components of the CM Dra system
would cause an 0.8% drop in brightness, while an Earth-
sized planet would cause an 0.07% decrease in brightness.
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Ground-based 1 m photometric precision may be limited to
about 0.1% (Young et al. 1991), but improvement up to
0.015% photometry with 4 m class telescopesÈmainly from
reduced atmospheric scintillation noiseÈcan be expected
(Gilliland & Brown 1992).
It should also be noted that planetary transit events will
occur across the disks of close eclipsing binaries in a quasi-
periodic manner, as the phase of the binary components will
be di†erent between subsequent planetary transits (see Fig.
1 in Deeg et al. 1998). Because these are quasi-periodic
photometric attenuations, they can provide unique signa-
tures of transit events, ruling out attenuations due to star-
spots on the stellar surface, for example. Of most
importance, such transit attenuations have a signiÐcantly
shorter duration, on average, than single star transit events
(50 minutes compared with several hours) and thereby show
a sufficiently di†erent power spectrum from major sources
of observational variability, such as nightly extinction
variations (Deeg et al. 1998). However, detections do not
take place in frequency space, as the power of occasional
transits is minuscule compared to the total observational
noise power. Thus the observed light curve needs to be
““ matched ÏÏ (correlated) in the time regime against synthetic
light curves of all possible transit models that could occur
across the observational range of period-phase space (see
Brandmeier & Doyle 1996 ; Jenkins, Doyle, & Cullers 1996 ;
Deeg et al. 1998).
As an aside, a further advantage of small eclipsing
binaries as targets for photometric planet searches is that
outer Jovian mass planets around such systems may also be
detected without transitsÈusing the same photometric
dataÈby a precise timing of eclipse minima. As is well
known, the mutual binary eclipse minima constitute a
periodic signal in themselves whose periodic variations in
time can be indicative of drifts in the position of the binary
system toward or away from the observer due to a third
mass in orbit around the binary system. The subsequent
light travel time di†erence across the binary/third-mass
barycenter produces the periodic variation in the time of
eclipses (see, for example, Hertz, Wood, & Cominsky 1995 ;
Doyle et al. 1998). An analysis constraining the presence of
outer Jovian mass planets with periods shorter than about 6
years around the CM Dra system is being published separa-
tely (Deeg et al. 2000).
The remainder of this paper will outline the observational
coverage of CM Dra obtained by the Transit of Extrasolar
Planets (TEP) network ; focus on a detailed description of
the transit detection algorithm (TDA), with its application
to the search for planets of sizes around CM DraZ2.5REwith periods from 7 to 60 days ; and Ðnally discuss the
resultant planetary candidates and their observational dis-
missal or conÐrmation.
2. OBSERVATIONAL COVERAGE OF CM DRA
A detailed description of observations of CM Dra taken
in the years 1994È1996, along with a list of the observa-
tories, detectors, data reduction procedures, and software is
given in Deeg et al. (1998 ; hereafter TEP1). Previous
accounts of the TEP network are also given by Schneider &
Doyle (1995), Doyle et al. (1996), and Deeg et al. (1997).
Our total high-precision observations of CM Dra taken
from 1994 through 1998 are included in the analysis pre-
sented here. Observations in 1999 were performed to
conÐrm or rule out speciÐc predicted planetary transit can-
didates that resulted from the TDA general analysis, and
results of these observations will be presented in ° 6. In
addition to the data presented in TEP1, 250 hours of high-
precision observational coverage were obtained in 1997,
106 hours in 1998, and 41 hours in 1999. These more recent
observations were performed at the Crossley (0.9 m) tele-
scope at Lick Observatory, at the IAC80 (0.8 m) and OGS
(1 m) telescopes of the Instituto de de Canarias,Astrof• sica
the Kourovka 0.7 m telescope of the Ural State University
in Ekaterinburg, Russia, and at the Capilla Peak 0.6 m of
the University of New Mexico. A summary of all TEP
observations of sufficient photometric precision is given in
Table 1. The total light curve, to date, consists of 26,042
data points with a photometric precision (standard devi-
ation over the mean di†erential brightness of CM Dra)
between 0.2% and 0.7%, giving 1014 hr of total coverage of
CM Dra. However, only the 1994È1998 observationsÈ
24,874 data points covering 973 hoursÈwere used in the
TDA search for planetary candidates. The speciÐc aperture
photometry software VAPHOT, developed for this project,
is presented in Deeg & Doyle (2000).
Within the 973 hour (1994È1998) light curve, many pos-
sible transit events could have occurred. This can be charac-
terized by the number of transits, that would have beenNtr,observed, if a planet with a particular period had been
present. The value takes into account that a planetNtrorbiting an eclipsing binary normally causes two transit
events per period (see Fig. 1 in TEP1). The probabilities
that a planet with random epoch and period (within certain
period ranges) causes a speciÐc number of transits in the
observed light curve we will call the ““ observational
probability ÏÏ (see Fig. 1). In addition to being in thep
o
(Ntr)observational data, however, the transit events have to give
a sufficiently strong signal (i.e., total sum of transit event
depths compared to the background noise level) for a given
candidate to be detectable. The probability of a given
transit signal being detectable above the noise, which we
will call the ““ intrinsic detection probability,ÏÏ will bep
i
,
given in ° 4, following standard detection theory. The
overall probability of detection of a given planetary transit
candidate, then isp
d
,
p
d
\ p
o
p
i
. (1)
Since a single transit from a large planet (signiÐcantly larger
than would have been fairly obvious in the light curve3RE)(and therefore has its probability of detection isp
i
\ 1),
where is the probability thatp
d
\ p
o
(Ntr,min\ 1), po(Ntr,min)at least transits are in the light curve (Fig. 1b). ForNtr,minplanets larger than then, from the data of Figure 1b, we3RE,have for planetary periods of 60 days, withp
o
B 90% p
obeing signiÐcantly greater for shorter period for(p
o
B 98%
periods of 25 days, for example). Having observed no such
transit events, we can thus state, with a conÐdence of better
than 90%, that there are no planets signiÐcantly larger than
in coplanar orbits of 60 days or less around the CM3REDra system. It should be noted thatÈfor the derivation of a
unique period and epoch of a planet, by transit measure-
ments aloneÈat least three transit events need to be identi-
Ðed in the light curve. Also, in ° 4, it will be shown that there
is a close relationship between the number of transits, Ntr,of a particular candidate and its intrinsic detection prob-
ability p
i
.
For an estimation of the e†ect of additional observations,
or of the e†ect of taking subsamples from the observed data
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TABLE 1
TEP NETWORK OBSERVATIONS OF CM DRACONIS (hours)
Observatory 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Total
Crossley (0.9 m) . . . . . . . . 65 50 46 21 72 41 295
IAC (0.8 m) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 62 22 43 20 . . . 185
Kourovka (0.7 m) . . . . . . . . . . . . 68 87 . . . . . . 155
Capilla (0.6 m) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 99 . . . . . . 117
OHP (1.2 m) . . . . . . . . . . . 11 34 22 . . . . . . . . . 67
Mees (0.6 m) . . . . . . . . . . . 53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
INT (2.5 m) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 . . . . . . . . . 42
JKT (1.0 m) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
WISE (1.0 m) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 . . . . . . . . . 28
Skinakas (1.3 m) . . . . . . . 19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
OGS (1.0 m) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 . . . 14
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 186 185 246 250 106 41 1014
NOTE.ÈCoverage is deÐned as continuous observations without any interruption lasting
more than 15 minutes.
(such as a subsample consisting only of the highest precision
photometry) on the transit coverage, the following relation-
ship between and T (time of coverage) can bep
o
, Ntr,derived :
p
o
(Ntr,1, T1)B (1/k)po(Ntr,0, T0) , (2)
where and (of course, can onlyk \ T1/T0 Ntr,1 B kNtr,0 Ntrtake integer values). A doubling of the observing time there-
fore approximately doubles the number of observed tran-
sits, as might be expected.
3. THE PHOTOMETRIC TRANSIT DETECTION ALGORITHM :
A MATCHED-FILTER APPROACH
In this section we outline a procedure for the detection of
planetary transit signals near the photometric noise in the
light curves of eclipsing binaries. Although the application
in this paper is speciÐc to the CM Dra system, this method
is generally applicable to the detection of such signals in any
light curves from eclipsing binaries or even single stars.
The procedure for instituting the TDA is as follows. First,
mutual eclipses of CM Dra are removed from the observed
FIG. 1.È(a) Probability that just transits from a planet are in our observed light curve. (After a certain amount of coverage, for example, thep
o
(Ntr), Ntrprobability of having only one transit goes down, etc.) Curves are labeled with the period range of the planets. The probabilities were derived from thep
oinsertion of 60,000 planets with random periods and epochs into our data. (b) Cumulative probability that or more transits from ap
o
(NtrºNtr,min), Ntr,minplanet are in our observed light curve. For example, for planets with periods between 20 and 30 days, the probability that there are three or more transits in
our data is about 0.79, whereas for planets with periods of less than 10 days this probability is better than 0.99.
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light curve by the subtraction of model eclipses.15 The light
curve is then converted to relative Ñux values, D(t
i
) \
where the zero point, is the average o†-eclipse*F/F0, F0,brightness of (in this case) CM Dra, and *F is the di†erence
in the Ñux from CM Dra and the Ñux from the nonvariable
comparison stars in the Ðeld (TEP1). However, some
residuals from nightly extinction variations16 are still con-
tained in D(t
i
).
For a transiting test planet with radius R, period P, and
epoch17 E, a model transit light curve isM
p
(t
i
, R, P, E)
generated that describes the relative brightness variations of
the star in the presence of a test planet, at all times wheret
i
,
observational data have been taken (Fig. 2 below). It should
be noted that except for the set of times,M
p
(t
i
, R, P, E)\ 0
when a transit occurs. Due to computing constraints,ttr,circular orbits are assumed in all planet models, and orbital
e†ects due to tidal precession (as well as noncentral poten-
tials or general relativity) are also not presently included.
Two Ðts are now performed on light-curve data D(t
i
),
which led to a comparison of the cases ““ no-transit ÏÏ and
““ transit present from model M
p
ÏÏ :
15 The model eclipse was obtained from the averaging of several tens of
observed eclipses ; see TEP1.
16 Although Ðrst-order extinction was removed in the initial processing
of the data (see TEP1), higher order e†ects from the color di†erence
between CM Dra and the comparison stars can remain.
17 The epoch E is deÐned as the time when a candidate planet crosses in
front of the binaryÏs barycenter across the observerÏs line of sight.
1. The no-transit, extinction-only case is described by a
parabolic18 Ðt, to each nightÏs section of the light curvef
e
(t
i
)
D(t
i
).
2. The ““ transit present ÏÏ case is described by a parabolic
Ðt, which is a Ðt to each nightÏs block off
p
(t
i
, R, P, E),
the di†erence between the data[D(t
i
) [ M
p
(t
i
, R, P, E)],
and the model transits.
Of course, and are di†erent only on nights withf
e
f
ppossible transits, i.e., nights which contain times t
i
\ ttr,where These model Ðts, and the sub-M
p
(t
i
, R, P, E) D 0.
sequent calculations, need therefore only be performed for
such nights.
We then evaluate which of these two Ðts describes the
data better by comparing residuals for the extinction-only
light curve,
r
e
(t
i
) \ oD(t
i
) [ f
e
o , (3)
with the residuals for the planet-being-present case,
r
p
(t
i
, R, P, E) \ o (D(t
i
) [ M
p
(t
i
, R, P, E))[ f
p
o . (4)
This is performed through the calculation of a transit sta-
tistic i :
i(t
i
, R, P, E) \ [r
e
(t
i
) [ r
p
(t
i
)][t
i`1[ ti]/pD
if t
i`1[ ti¹ 10 min , (5a)
i(t
i
, R, P, E) \ 0 if ti`1[ ti[ 10 min , (5b)
18 Linear Ðts were used if a nightly block was of less than 4 hr duration.
FIG. 2.ÈDerivation of the coefficient The uppermost panels show a nightly light curve D (solid line) and a test model (dashed line). In panels oni(t
i
). M
pthe left, aligns with a range of inconspicuous data, whereas in the right-hand panels, lines up with a possible transit in the data. The second row ofM
p
M
ppanels shows again the light curve D (solid jagged line) and the subtraction of the model, (dashed jagged line). Overlaid are (the Ðt to D ; smooth solidD [ M
p
f
eline) and (the Ðt to dashed smooth line). The third row of panels shows the residuals (solid line) and (dashed line). In the bottom panels thef
p
D[ M
p
; r
e
r
pdi†erence of the residuals, is plotted. It can be seen that in the ““ planet-absent ÏÏ case (left panels) and in the ““ planet-present ÏÏ case (righti \ r
e
[ r
p
, i(ttr)\ 0,panels) at the times wherei(ttr)[ 0 rp \ re.
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where is the rms of one nightÏs observational datap
D
D(t
i
).
The distinction between equation (5a) and equation (5b)
assures that ““ holes ÏÏ in the light curve of more than 10
minutes duration are ignored. The scaling by in(t
i`1 [ ti)equation (5a) was needed to account for the various time
increments that appear in sections of the light curve origin-
ating from di†erent telescopes (see Table 2 in TEP1 for
exposure times and duty cycles of the di†erent telescopes). If
equation (5a) applies, then
i(t
i
)\ 0 when r
e
(t
i
)\ r
p
(t
i
) . (6)
This is the normal case, when no transit is apparent in D(t
i
),
and Ðts better than The other case isf
e
f
p
.
i(t
i
)[ 0 when r
e
(t
i
)[ r
p
(t
i
) . (7)
In this case, is a better description of the data thanf
p
f
e
,
which means that the data could contain a transit event at
time t
i
.
In Figure 2 we show the derivation of the transit statistic
in the cases of a poor (left panel) and a good (right panel)
transit model Ðt to the light-curve data. One can see that
the poor Ðt will result in negative values of the transit sta-
tistic while a good Ðt will give positive values ; the higher the
value of the transit statistic, the better the candidate model
Ðt.
The Ðnal ““ complete transit statistic ÏÏ C of a given planet
model transit is then obtained by a summation of the ofi(t
i
)
all points of the light curve (though only nights with transits
of the model planet have to be considered) with
C(R, P, E)\ ;
i/1
n i(t
i
) . (8)
The complete transit statistic, C, is hence a normalized (by
the rms of each night) indication of the di†erence in area
under the light curve (units : between the*F/F0 ] time)““ transit ÏÏ-present and no-““ transit ÏÏ Ðts. This linear scaling
in the di†erence of the areas was preferred over a quadratic
(s2) one because of the lower weighting that is given to
outliers. This procedure to calculate C(R, P, E) is also
insensitive to brightness variations with frequencies of Z4
hours, such as might result from di†erential extinction or
from partial phases of starspot rotation. It is also insensitive
to the setting of the zero point for the light-curve data. This
is an important point for evaluations of transits that last a
large fraction of an observing night, i.e., where a zero point
of the light curve cannot be reliably set.19 Very long transit
eventsÈi.e., ones that begin before the start of a nightÏs
observations and Ðnish after the end of observations (these
occur if the planet transit occurs simultaneously with a
binary eclipse ; see Fig. 1 in TEP1)Èwill not, however, be
included in this detection approach.20 For detached
systems, such long transit events are much rarer than the
shorter transits, which are about 50 minutes in duration. By
19 It was found that an absolute setting of the zero point by keeping a
Ðxed set of reference stars through all nights is not sufficiently precise
because of nightly atmospheric variations and because of the use of various
telescopes with slightly di†erent wavelength responses (Ðlter sets, CCDs,
etc). The light curvesÏ zero point was therefore set only approximately in
the initial photometric reductions described in TEP1 and is then left
unconstrained for the Ðtting routines described here.
20 The eclipse minima during transits may, however, be compared for
any attenuations with the out-of-transit primary or secondary eclipse
minima depth. Any transit events during binary eclipses will, of course,
give twice the signal as the projected ““ area ÏÏ of the star is halved.
excluding long transits, then, we are taking a conservative
detection limit approach. An advantage of this method is,
however, that C(R, P, E) is sensitive to the best match of the
shape of an observed light-curve event to a given model
transit, as well.
Keeping the test planetsÏ radius R constant, values for the
transit coefficients are then calculated scanning through a
grid of values of E and P, with a two-dimensional array of
values C(E, P) as the result. Exploratory scans across small
sections of the (E, P) parameter space were performed for
planetary candidate radii of R\ 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, and 4.0 inRE,order to evaluate the detection statistics. The only complete
scans through the entire parameter space were then per-
formed for periods from 7 to 60 days, for a planetary radius
of (The justiÐcation for choosing isR\ 2.5RE. R\ 2.5REgiven in ° 4 on detection statistics.)
The possible planetsÏ epochs, E, are searched completely,
if C(E, P) is calculated between an arbitrary initial epoch
and (we used 2,450,000.0). In order notE0, E0] P E0\ JDto miss any transits, the step sizes for the epoch and the
period must be (after Jenkins et al. 1996)
*E\ t
d
fov (9)
and
*P\ Pt
d
fov/tj , (10)
where is the typical duration of a short transit (we usedt
d0.02777 days \ 40 minutes), is an overlap factor betweenfovadjacent scans (we used and is the time di†er-fov \ 0.5), tjence between the Ðrst and the last point in the light curve.
For the light curve from observations between 1994 and
1998, with days, about 4 ] 108 values of C havet
j
\ 1526
to be calculated to completely scan for all distinguishable
transit models from planets with periods from 7 to 60 days.
Considering that each value of C is the result of the summa-
tion in equation (8), it is obvious that the problem is compu-
tationally very intensive, and would have normally required
about 2 years of CPU time on a current high-performance
workstation.
To reduce the computational load, we divided the light
curve into Ðve yearly sections, each of which covered a time
range of less than 200 days (CM Dra was observed only
within the seven months of March through September in
each year). Thus, without missing any transits within the
same year, *P could be incremented with larger step sizes,
based on each yearÏs days (eq. [10]). Therefore, thet
j
\ 200
length of the yearly light curve that had to be considered,
i.e., the number of points in the summation equation (8),
was decreased to about a Ðfth of the previous number.
However, there were now Ðve scans made, one for each
year, which created Ðve arrays C(E, P) with identical dimen-
sions. The total saving in computing time was thus 1526/
200, or a reduction factor of about 7.6, making it possible to
perform the complete calculation in about 2 months using
two workstations, with an optimized code that allowed us
to perform about 30 planet-model evaluations per second.
These Ðve scans covered the period range with 30,917 steps
at period increments between 4.2] 10~3 and 4.8] 10~3
days and covered the epoch with increments of 0.014 days,
for a total of 5.6 ] 107 planet model scans being performed
altogether. An additional advantage of this partitioning of
the light curve is that it became possible to add in data from
future observations so that only the additional data would
need to be evaluated.
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However, such savings in computational time did not
come without some cost. Consider a planet with an intrinsic
epoch and period, that has caused, for example,(E
p
, P
p
),
four transits, two of which were observed in 1994 and two of
which were observed in 1997. In order not to miss the
““ alignment ÏÏ between all four of them, the scans would have
to be performed with the step sizes given by equations (9)
and (10), (based on days). The scans for the indi-t
j
\ 1526
vidual years, with days, are only sufficiently Ðne tot
j
\ 200
Ðnd any alignment between transits within that same year.
Thus, in 1994, there will be a local maximum, C94(Ej, Pk),(where j and k are the indices in the array spanning E and
P). The position of this maximum at will be within(E
j
, P
k
)
*E/2 and *P/2 of the intrinsic values and The scanE
p
P
p
.
for the year 1997 will now also Ðnd a maximum, whichC97,is also constrained to be within *E/2 and *P/2 of andE
pbut may well lie on the neighboring array elements j ^ 1P
p
,
and k ^ 1, relative to the position of The transit coeffi-C94.cient arrays from the individual years cannot, therefore, be
directly added, since some planet candidates would thereby
get lost.
An adding algorithm was therefore developed, which
extends all local maxima of C to their neighboring pixels in
the yearly arrays, before adding the yearly arrays to an
array describing the whole observations, that is C94~98.This adding algorithm thus ensuresÈfor a planet with
parameters that would have caused a value of(E
p
, P
p
) Cmaxin a very Ðne scanÈthat there will be a similar value,
in the whole observational arrayCalarm(Ej, Pk), C94~98within a range of one array element of the intrinsic param-
eters This ““ neighborhood adding, ÏÏ used to obtain(E
p
, P
p
).
may, however, also promote unrelated events fromC94~98,the di†erent years to cause local maxima in ValuesC94~98.of in are therefore only upper limits toCalarm(Ej, Pk) C94~98a that might be found with a much Ðner scan of theCmaxwhole light curve.
Final high time resolution evaluation scans were there-
fore performed, testing the regions within a neighborhood
of two array elements around all local maxima withCalarm,a very Ðne grid (here we used days andt
j
\ 1526 fov\ 0.5),the results of which were the Ðnal maxima found inCmax,the whole light curve. To Ðnd all planet candidates with
larger than some threshold it was thereforeCmax Cthres,necessary to scan in Ðne grids around all localC94~98maxima where To Ðnd the best planet candi-Calarm[ Cthres.dates, while ensuring that none were missed, it was neces-
sary to scan Ðne grids around the 5000 best values of
The resultant nine best candidates are given in ° 5C94~98.on detection results.
In order to determine a reasonable threshold candi-Cthresdates found by the TDA, we turn now to a description of
our TDA in terms of standard detection theory.
4. THE MATCHED FILTER IN TERMS OF SIGNAL
DETECTION THEORY
The procedure for transit signal detection, as described in
the previous section, is based on the matching of all possible
planetary transit models against our di†erential light curve.
The quality of these matches is numerically described by the
complete transit statistic, C, which is our correlation sta-
tistic. The set of these transit statistics, resulting from testing
against all possible planetary transit models, constitutes the
statistic of detectability for a given size transiting planet in
our observational light-curve data.
The detectability of a planetary transit signal can be pic-
tured as the result of two hypotheses : the null hypothe-H0,sis (no signals of planetary transits are present) and theH1,detection hypothesis ; that is, planetary transits are present
in the light curve (see Jenkins et al. 1996, after Van Trees
1968). For the null hypothesis, we have used the set ofH0,all statistics C(E, P), which were generated directly from the
statistical test of our light-curve data against possible model
transits, as described in the previous section. This set may
contain one, but never more than very few, real planets.
However, the number of real planets is, in any case, negligi-
ble when compared with the number of all possible distin-
guishable (with respect to the transit pattern they cause)
planet transit models. We found the number of distinguish-
able planet transit models to be about 4 ] 108 for our
observational data coverage (see ° 3).
The hypothesis was generated by adding planetaryH1transit models to our data, and then obtainingM(E
T
, P
T
)
the statistics for these modiÐed data (whereC(E
T
, P
T
) E
T
,
indicate the parameters of the model planet). The setP
T for the hypothesis was calculated usingC(E
T
, P
T
) H110,000 random values of andE
T
P
T
.
Di†erent and hypotheses can, of course, be gener-H0 H1ated for planets of di†erent sizes, or for di†erent ranges of
periods, or from di†erent subsamples of the CM Dra light
curve. In all cases it is important, however, that the same
assumptions are used for both the and hypotheses.H0 H1In Figure 3 we show a histogram of the distribution of a
null hypothesis and a detection hypothesis TheH0 H1.horizontal axis is the detection statistic (the values of C in
the cases and while the vertical axis indicates theH0 H1),
FIG. 3.È(Top) Sample plot showing the histogram (normalizedH0-H1to 1) of the distribution of the detection statistic given by the set of values
C. The overlap of the planet-absent hypothesis, (left), with the planet-H0present hypothesis, (right), determines the detectability. (In thisH1example, of many possible examples, we show and diagrams fromH0 H1correlations against model planets of size with periods between 72.5RE,and 10 days, which have caused seven transits in the light curve). (Middle)
Same as the top panel, but and are plotted (starting at highestH0 H1value) as cumulative histograms. (Bottom) Same as the middle plot but on a
logarithmic scale that better shows the smallest values of and AH0 H1.threshold k is set where the values of are smaller than 10~6 (dotted line).H0From the corresponding value in the middle panel one can seeH1(k)º 0.1that the intrinsic detection probability of a planet corresponding to thesep
idistributions of and is about 0.55.H0 H1
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FIG. 4.ÈRelation between the intrinsic detection probability and thep
ifalse alarm rate This Ðgure is based on the same data set as in Fig. 3.f
A
.
distribution of these values (normalized to 1). The separa-
tion of the and curves represents the detectability of,H0 H1in this case, a planetary transit signal of a given size within
the observational noise of the di†erential light curve. The
separation of and will increase as the signal-to-noiseH0 H1ratio increases.
A threshold of detectability, k, can be selected in between
the two hypotheses, and will determine the intrinsic detec-
FIG. 6.ÈValues of for R\ 2.0, 2.5 and All individ-p
i
\ p
i
(R, Ntr) 3RE.ual values have been derived from diagrams as shown in Fig. 4.H0-H1Values of for are based on the ““ complete ÏÏ scan of (E, P) param-p
i
2.5REeter space (5 ] 107 values of C), whereas the values of for 2.0 andp
i
3.0REare based on ““ exploratory ÏÏ scans through epoch-limited regions in (E, P)
parameter space, with distributions derived from about 4 ] 105 valuesH0of C.
tion probability and the false alarm rate, The area top
i
, f
A
.
the left of k, yet still under the curve, is the probability ofH1having missed a real planetary transit event that was in the
data (i.e., The value of can be read o† from1 [ p
i
). 1[ p
ithe value of at k in the reverse cumulative histogram,H1
diagrams similar to Fig. 3 for a speciÐc planet model with Here the distribution is derived from about 5] 107 values of CFIG. 5.ÈH0-H1 2.5RE. H0calculated in the ““ complete ÏÏ scan of (E, P) parameter space (see ° 3). The distribution is obtained from the insertion of 10,000 test planets with randomH1parameters (E, P) into the light curve. From this large number of models, for the left-hand side those with have been selected, givingNtr \ 5 piB 0.35^ 0.05,and for the right-hand side those with givingNtr \ 10, piB 0.92^ 0.03.
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FIG. 7.ÈValues of for R\ 2.0, 2.5, and obtained from thep
d
(R, P) 3REsummation in eq. [13]. These values represent the Ðnal detection probabil-
ities (a product of the photometric noise-limited precision, and thep
i
,
observational coverage, of planet candidates contained within the TEPp
o
)
light curve of CM Dra for the observational years 1994È1998.
which is an alternative way of plotting the detection
hypothesis, (Figs. 3b and 3c). The goal of anyH1(k)\ pisignal detection scheme is, of course, not to miss much,
while nevertheless simultaneously reducing the probability
of false alarms to as low a value as possible.
To the right of the threshold k, where overlapsH0 H1,the null hypothesis has values that fall within the signal-
present area, i.e., within The ratio of the area of toH1. H0the right of k, to the total area of (in Fig. 3a), deÐnes theH0false-alarm rate which describes the ratio between thef
A
,
number of false alarms and all cases of that is, the prob-H0,ability that any arbitrary point in (E, P) parameter space is
a false alarm. In the cumulative histogram (Figs. 3, middle
and bottom panels) therefore : The relationf
A
\ H0(k).between and is shown in Figure 4, (although it can alsop
i
f
Abe read o† from the middle and bottom panels of Fig. 3 and
3c). Since contains about 4] 108 distinguishable casesH0in (E, P) parameter space (see ° 3), needs to be exceed-f
Aingly small to get the number of false alarms as small as
possible (without missing any transit signals that could
have shown up in the data). The value of k was therefore
chosen to produce a very small number of alarms, small
enough to allow subsequent veriÐcation of the nature of
each individual alarm observationally (° 5, below). In the
determinations of the intrinsic detection probability citedp
ilater, we set k so that21 that is, ourf
A
\H0(k)B 10~6,false-alarm rate was less than about 1 in 1 million.
The values of C(E, P) that were included in the distribu-
tions of and had to fulÐll a further requirement. ThisH0 H1is that the number of transits, in the light curve that areNtr,needed to derive a planet candidateÏs parameters E, P
unambiguously is Requiring more transits increasesNtr\ 3.the separation between and (Fig. 5), and thusH0 H1
can only be deÐned if the size of the sample is greater21 H0(k)B 10~6than about 106. In the complete scan for planets (mentioned in ° 32.5REand used for Figs. 3È5), the sample size is about 5 ] 107. However, for
many ““ exploratory ÏÏ scans (such as for other planet sizes), the sample size
was on the order of 104È105. However, as can be seen in the bottom panel
of Fig. 3, is fairly linear below allowing a linear inter-log H0 H0\ 10~2,polation to Values of derived this way do, however, have anH0\ 10~6. pierror of about ^ 0.1.
increases but will simultaneously decrease byp
i
, p
orequiring more events (see Fig. 1). In the diagrams ofH0-H1Figure 3, the large numbers of models that create the H0and distributions have been separated by the number ofH1transits they contain, showing the strong dependency(Ntr)of onp
i
Ntr.If is kept constant, the intrinsic detection probabilitiesNtrdepend strongly on the planetÏs size but are nearly inde-p
ipendent of the planetÏs period. This is a consequence of the
duration of the transits being only weakly dependent on the
planetary period. Similarly, the observational detection
probability varies strongly with the period, but is nearlyp
oindependent of the planetÏs size, since the frequency of the
transits is independent of the size, and the duration of the
transits is a†ected in a minor way only, varying on the order
of where is the starÏs radius. Therefore,(R] R
*
)/R
*
, R
*
p
i
\ p
i
(R, Ntr) (11)
(see Fig. 6) and
p
o
\ p
o
(P, Ntr) (12)
(see Fig. 1a), i.e., is only a function of the number ofp
itransits and of the transiting planetÏs radius, while is onlyp
oa function of the number of transits and of the planetÏs
orbital period.
In a way similar to equation (1), which gives the total
detection probability for a single candidate, the totalp
ddetection probability for any candidate (which may appear
with any value of can be obtained by :Ntr)
p
d
(R, P) \ ;
Ntr/3
=
p
i
(R, Ntr)po(P, Ntr) . (13)
The values of for planet sizes between 2 and thatp
d
, 3RE,were thus obtained from the analysis of our CM Dra light
curve are shown in Figure 7.
5. DETECTION RESULTS OF THE TDA ANALYSIS OF THE
CM DRA LIGHT CURVE
5.1. Size L imits of the Detection Algorithm
In TEP1 we preliminarily reported that no obvious tran-
sits for planets much larger than had been seen in the2.5RElight curve. However, they cannot be excluded entirely, as
can be seen from the values of (Fig. 6). On the other hand,p
iturned out to be too optimistic a detection goal with2REthe current data set size and precision. As can be seen in
Figure 6, at least 10 transits are needed from a planet to2REobtain over 50% detection probability within the current
data. Using a ““ class 1 ÏÏ subset of about 35% of the full CM
Dra light curve, consisting only of the best nightsÏ data
(requiring an rms of less than 0.4%), values of forp
i
2REsimilar to the ones reported for with the full light2.5REcurve were obtained. Unfortunately, with the coverage by
““ class 1 ÏÏ data being much smaller (340 hr), the obser-
vational detection probability is too low to maintainp
o
2REas a realistic detection goal. An exception may be 2REplanets with very short periods of less than 10 days, where
detection probabilities approaching 50% could be obtained.
For the complete TDA scan of the (E, P) parameter space,
which was computationally very intensive, we then choose
planet models based on a size of Since the TDA2.5RE.algorithm of ° 3 is sensitive to transits in the data caused by
any planets larger than the model planets, we thereby2.5REdid not preclude the discovery of larger planets. (But, again,
any transiting planet signiÐcantly larger than should3RE
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have been very obvious in the light curve, and its detection
probabilities, which are governed by alone, would bep
overy high (see Fig. 1b for Ntr,min\ 1).After constraining the optimum signal strength (i.e.,
planet size) to then, the full scan through E and P for2.5RE,periods from 7 to 60 days was performed for such planets,
(requiring a total of 5.6 ] 107 planet models to be evalu-
ated, as explained in ° 3). We note that the median precision
of our photometry, about 0.45%, corresponds to a single,
central transit depth of a planet around CM Dra,2.6RE(that is, the TDA for a planet has been operating at2.5REapproximately the noise limit for one transit event). Because
of the large, but still limited, data set as well as good, but
limited, photometric precision, the TDA will not have been
very sensitive to transits caused by planets smaller than
about For smaller planets, data with lower noise2.5RE.(such as the ““ class 1 ÏÏ data mentioned above) and/or signiÐ-
cantly longer observational coverage would be needed.
5.2. Evaluation of Candidate Planets
As a result of the search for maxima in the C(E, P) array
(see ° 3), nine top planetary transit candidates of various
periods (but all with a preliminary size of were deter-2.5RE),mined from the data taken through 1998. The period of
these candidate planets, their binary barycenter-crossing
epochs, the value of the Ðnal transit coefficient, and the
number of transit events in the light curve are given in Table
2. These are the best transiting planet models selected2.5REfrom more than 400 million possible period-epoch candi-
dates. (A few further models were rejected, since they
depended on one dominating attenuation event, or on
events from only one observatory, both of which might be
suspect.) Figures 8 and 9 show the attenuations in bright-
ness in the light curve that have been Ðtted with the model
transits for the 8.16 day candidate (the one with the highest
number of transits) and for the 22.57 day candidate (the one
that ““ survived ÏÏ after the observations in summer 1999 ; see
° 6). It is important to note that these candidate planetary
transit events are clearly very close to the observational
noise. In fact, there have to be top candidates in any such
extensive search in the observational noise, and one would
hope for oneÈor very fewÈclearly outstanding candidates.
However, the complete transit statistics of these nine candi-
dates were only about 20% above those of the next possible
candidates. Given a Ðeld of over 400 million possible
models, some distinguished, yet arbitrary, candidates may
emerge. Hence the necessity of predicting and obser-
vationally conÐrming such candidates (see discussion ° 5.3
below).
As an additional note, when looking for transit events
across eclipsing binaries, one must be aware of the binary
orbital frequenciesÏ contribution to photometric variability
and thus of planetary orbital periods that are modulo the
binary period. Candidates 3 and 4 in Table 2 (periods of
8.83 and 10.12 days) are within a few percentage points of
being modulo CM DraÏs period of 1.268 days. However,
upon inspection, none of the photometric attenuation
events that led to these candidatesÏ high transit statistics
shared any nearby sequential phase events with possible
rotating features that might have been caused by photo-
metric variations on the surface of CM Dra A or B. We
note, however, that the periods of several of the planet can-
didates among themselves are related by multiples very close
to integers (such as 8.83d :19.85d :26.44d D 4 :9 :12) ; i.e.,
they could share several of the same transit events.
5.3. Predicted Transit Detection Statistics and Observational
ConÐrmation
While the product of the probability of the transit being
in our light curve with the signals of a given candidatep
o
,
having enough transit power (““ energy ÏÏ in signal detection
nomenclature) to be detectable determines the totalp
i
,
transit detectability, of a given candidate (eq. [1]), thep
d
,
conÐdence level in such candidates as being of a planetary
transit nature can only be reliably estimated by the detec-
tion of a predicted transit event signal (i.e., a signiÐcant drop
in stellar brightness ““ on schedule ÏÏ). This detection con-
Ðdence is due to the low probability that at the predicted
time a transit signal, of the correct duration in the light
curve, will be present that will increase the coefficient C of
the predicted individual candidate.
As previously stated, it is essential that the number of
predicted candidates be kept relatively small. If a very large
number of predicted candidates is to be veriÐed, any attenu-
ation in a future observed light curve (that is, any feature in
the light curve that may lead to sufficiently high values of i ;
see eq. [5]) could be assigned to at least one of very many
candidates, thus invalidating the use of observational pre-
diction as a tool to assess the reliability of any detection.
The probability that the prediction for a single candidate
is valid can be estimated as follows. In our whole obser-
vational light curve, about 3% of the coverage data points
cause positive values of i for transits lasting about 50
minutes (which is the most common kind of transit).
Another way of stating this is that about 3% of the light
curve displays some feature (i.e., a series of points below the
mean) that could be some kind of transit (remember that we
are largely working at the mean photometric noise level). In
TABLE 2
TOP PLANETARY TRANSIT CANDIDATES FROM OBSERVATIONS IN 1994È1998 AND 1999
P
(days) E ] JD 2,450,000 Ntr (1994È1998) C (1994È1998) Ntr (1999) C (1999)
7.67 . . . . . . . 6.86 8 0.109 1 [0.014
8.16 . . . . . . . 2.15 11 0.129 3 [0.039
8.83 . . . . . . . 8.81 8 0.129 2 [0.014
10.12 . . . . . . 5.35 5 0.144 1 [0.033
12.03 . . . . . . 8.08 9 0.149 2 [0.012
19.85 . . . . . . 14.56 5 0.129 2 [0.017
20.56 . . . . . . 19.94 7 0.129 . . . . . .
22.57 . . . . . . 13.77 6 0.116 1 0.004
26.44 . . . . . . 2.31 5 0.124 . . . . . .
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FIG. 8.ÈEach graph shows a barycenter crossing where the 8.16 day period candidate (solid line) would have caused transits in the observed light curve
(crosses). The horizontal axis gives the time in Heliocentric Julian Days, the vertical one the brightness variation The 8.16 day candidate would have*F/F0.had the most transit events in the light curve between 1994 and 1998 (11 barycenter crossings ; 14 whole or partial transit events altogether). In 1999,
observations at three nights to verify this candidate showed a negative result (last 3 graphs at lower right).
this, the nature of each transit feature is assumed to be
unknown; it may be a transit from a planet but could also
be due to observational photometric variability of any kind
(as discussed in TEP1). The probability that, at a particular
predicted time, a feature that may be a transit shows up is
therefore about 3%. This means that if such a feature is
being observed at the predicted time, there is 97% con-
Ðdence that this feature is related to (i.e., caused by) that
predicted transit eventÈi.e., 1 minus the false-alarm rate for
a random transit event. We note that the speciÐc value of
3% holds, of course, only for photometric data of the
approximate quality of the data obtained in our obser-
vations, and will, of course, be smaller for data with lower
noise.
Since we looked for seven candidates 13 times22 and
found one possible surviving candidate out of 12, our con-
22 Seven candidates out of nine could be observed in 1999 (see Table 2)
with three and two events searched for the 8.16 day and 12.0 day candi-
dates, respectively. One 8.83 day period event corresponded to a 19.8 day
candidate event, as well, but, for simplicity here, we will assume that all
searches were essentially independent.
Ðdence in this candidate23 is 1 minus the probability that
this could have happened randomly, that is :
1 [ (0.97)12(0.03)(13)\ 73%. Similarly, if the same planet
candidate causes n further observed transit events at the
correctly predicted time, the probability of a false alarm is
determined by
p
fA
\ (0.97)12(0.03)(13)(0.03)n . (14)
The probability of false alarm for additional observations is
thus 0.81%, 0.024%, 0.00073%, and so on, with the con-
Ðdence in a detection increasing rapidly beyond 9.9% with
additional predicted transit events of the 22.57 day candi-
date.
Clearly keeping the number of candidates that are to be
tested by such predictions small is needed to validate these
predictions. Fortunately, the predicted transit times for the
candidates listed in Table 2 are almost entirely independent
of each other in the sense that almost no predicted transit
times for any candidate overlap. Thus, equation (14) will
most closely apply to the estimation of the detection con-
23 By keeping the factor of 13 we conservatively ignore the consider-
ation that we know upon which trial the false alarm occurred.
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FIG. 9.ÈLike Fig. 8, with the model light curve for the 22.56 day period
candidate, showing eight transit events. This candidate was the only one
that displayed a positive predicted ““ transit ÏÏ event in summer 1999 (last
graph). Further (predicted) observations will thus be necessary to ascertain
its validity as a planet or rule it out.
Ðdence resulting from our predicted transit events of the
individual candidates given in Table 2.
6. OBSERVATIONS OF PREDICTED CANDIDATE PLANETS
6.1. Observations
Once speciÐc candidate planets have been determined,
speciÐc follow-up observations based on the calculated
ephemerides of transits can be performed. Ephemerides
were calculated for the candidate planets listed in Table 2,
and 12 predicted ““ transit ÏÏ event times, belonging to seven
of the nine candidates, were observed at Lick Observatory
in the summer of 1999. The 20.56 day and 26.44 day candi-
dates could not be observed, owing to bad weather at the
predicted times. For all of these observed planet candidates,
resultant transit statistics were subsequently calculated for
the observations in 1999. Results are included in Table 2,
along with the number of predicted events covered and the
transit statistics obtained in 1999.
In the case of the 8.16 day candidateÈwhich had 11
previous suspected eventsÈthree predicted transit times
were observed (Fig. 8). However, each of the three obser-
vations resulted in a negative complete transit statistic, thus
nullifying this candidate. This case may be the most
extreme, but to some extentÈwith so many possible candi-
dates (over 400 million searched near the noise level)Èit
can perhaps be understood that there is a nonvanishing
probability that even good candidates may be consequences
of random sequences of transit-like noise features. Again,
this emphasizes the importance of predicted transit events
and follow-up observations before a deÐnitive small-planet
detection (i.e., one near the observational noise) can be reli-
ably claimed. Five more planet candidates were ruled out
from the observations of one to three predicted transit
times. Only the 22.57 day period candidate (Fig. 9) showed
a positive transit statistic from the one predicted transit that
was observed. In summary, in this work to date, we have
taken the highest nine candidates isolated from other pos-
sible planets in epoch and phase by the TDA. However, in
the case of CM Dra, the resultant candidates were neither
very far above the observational noise nor signiÐcantly
(about 20%) above many other candidates. Nevertheless,
the ““ surviving ÏÏ candidate (with the 22.57 day period transit
signature) will need to be observationally conÐrmed or
ruled out to be deÐnitive. As discussed in ° 5.3 above, the
conÐdence in such a candidate should grow as equation (14)
indicates, with the speciÐc percentage of 3% being dictated
by the photometric noise of the observational program.
Observational conÐrmation of the 22.57 day candidate will
therefore be a high priority.
7. DISCUSSION
The binary nature of our target stellar system introduces
several complications for planetary transit detections when
compared to the detection of planetary transits around
single stars. For example, we had to remove the mutual
binary eclipses and also calculate, for a speciÐc model,
M(E, P), each conÐguration of E and P. Beyond these dif-
ferences, however, the method outlined here should be
applicable to detecting transits around most kinds of stellar
systems. In the case of a planet transiting a single star, a
model, M \ M(P, i), can be calculated only with reference
to the period (and the inclination, i, if desired), where P only
weakly a†ects the duration of the transit, but not its shape,
and i a†ects mainly the amplitude. Independent of the
details of how the transit statistic C is precisely derived, the
determination of the detection probability and the false-
alarm rate using the and hypothesis can be applied.H0 H1We expect that even for space-based transit observations
(which would have observational coverage of much higher
uniformity) an analysis of the dependence on the number of
transits of the model planets, similar to the one out-(Ntr)lined here, will also have to be performed.
Detection of photometric variations due to transits is
presently the only repeatable method for the investigation
of possible extrasolar planets around close binaries that we
are aware ofÈthe binary nature of these systems making
them, at present, too complex to study for minute radial
velocity variations, for example. However, in the photo-
metric case, the quasi-periodicity of the expected variation
actually helps to establish a more unique series of transit
signatures, generally allowing one to rule out more periodic
events of intrinsic stellar variability. In addition, for
ground-based observations, binary transit events can gener-
ally be expected to contribute their power at higher fre-
quencies (50 minute transits vs. several hour-long transits)
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and thereby to be more easily separable from the higher
amplitude low-frequency observational noise (see Doyle et
al. 1996, TEP1).
At present there seem to be no compelling reasons for
arbitrarily excluding close binary systems as sites of planet
formation. Stability considerations (Donnison & Mulk-
ulskis 1992 ; Holman & Wiegert 1999) as well as discoveries
of circumstellar material (Jensen, Koerner, & Mathieu
1996 ; Kalas & Jewett 1997, for example) rather indicate
that close binaries could be active sites of planet formation.
With the discovery of a Jovian-mass planet around Gliese
876 (Marcy et al. 1998) clearly there also seems to be
nothing intrinsic to M stars that would exclude planet for-
mation around them (although stellar populations of di†er-
ing metallicities could easily be seen to produce signiÐcant
di†erences in planetary formation rates). Recent atmo-
spheric models, as well, have not excluded smaller, inner M
star planets as potential sites of liquid water (Haberle et al.
1996 ; Joshi, Haberle, & Reynolds 1997 ; Heath et al. 1999).
8. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed a search for terrestrial-sized planets
around another main-sequence star system, reaching a
planet detection limit size of (i.e., about 1% the2.5REvolume of Jupiter). While we have observed one of the smal-
lest known eclipsing binaries, CM Dra, we have also used
only 1 meter class ground-based telescopes. Clearly this
method may be extended to more crowded stellar Ðelds
(many simultaneous targets ; Doyle et al. 2000) as well as to
larger stellar systems. In the case of larger eclipsing binary
systems, one may expect the photometric precision to
improve both with the square root of the light-gathering
power of the telescope and with the signiÐcantly decreased
scintillation noise that can be expected from larger tele-
scopes (Dravins et al. 1998, for example).
Whether the current planet candidate turns out to be a
true detection or simply a photometric noise artifact, the
methodology outlined herein has hopefully demonstrated
the validity of pursuing the detection of small inner (i.e.,
terrestrial-sized) planets around late-type main-sequence
stars using this transit/matching algorithm technique and
existing observational facilities. This method should Ðnd
application to near-term spacecraft missions, as well. This
may be the best approach to at least begin to answer that
most intriguing of planetary detection questions : ““ Are
there other habitable planets? ÏÏ
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